# | Project | Tracker | Status | Subject                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 | Assignee                  | Updated          |
---|---------|---------|--------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------|------------------|
18649 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | Enumerable#first breaks out of the incorrect block when across threads                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    |                           | 03/18/2022 04:20 PM |
18633 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | proc { |a, **kw| a } autosplats and treats empty kwargs specially                                                                                                                                                                                                                              |                           | 03/17/2022 08:46 AM |
18625 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | ruby2_keywords does not unmark the hash if the receiving method has a *rest parameter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   |                           | 03/14/2022 05:23 PM |
18622 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | const_get still looks in Object, while lexical constant lookup no longer does                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             |                           | 03/13/2022 01:55 PM |
18567 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | Depending on default gems in stdlib gems when not needed considered harmful                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           | hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)   | 02/21/2022 11:32 AM |
18518 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | NoMemoryError + [FATAL] failed to allocate memory for twice 1 << large                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    |                           | 01/28/2022 01:40 PM |
18277 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | buffer error (Zip::BufError) in Zip::Deflate#deflate when using MJIT                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   | k0kubun (Takashi Kokubun)| 01/05/2022 03:04 PM |
18889 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | TracePoint.enable ( ...) also activates the TracePoint for other threads, even outside the block                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          | k01 (Koichi Sasada)      | 12/27/2021 09:57 PM |
12436 | Ruby master | Bug   | Assigned | newline argument of File.open seems not respected on Windows                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           | nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)  | 10/25/2021 09:07 AM |
18256 | Ruby master | Feature | Open   | Change the canonical name of Thread::Mutex, Thread::Queue, Thread::SizedQueue and Thread::ConditionVariable to just Mutex, Queue, SizedQueue and ConditionVariable                                                                                                                                                       |                           | 10/20/2021 10:59 PM |
17146 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | Queue operations are allowed after it is frozen                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          |                           | 10/20/2021 08:32 PM |
17662 | Ruby master | Misc  | Assigned | The heredoc pattern used in tests does not syntax highlight correctly in many editors                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     | nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)  | 06/30/2021 12:54 PM |
11230 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | Should rb struct_s_members() be public API?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             |                           | 04/17/2021 05:06 PM |
15752 | Ruby master | Feature | Feedback | A dedicated module for experimental features                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          |                           | 03/17/2021 04:38 AM |
17591 | Ruby master | Misc  | Open   | Test frameworks and REPLs do not show deprecation warnings by default                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    |                           | 02/17/2021 09:06 AM |
17420 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | Unsafe mutation of $^ when doing non-RubyGems require in Ractor                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       | k01 (Koichi Sasada)      | 01/07/2021 01:23 PM |
16742 | Ruby master | Feature | Open   | RbConfig.windows? and RbConfig.host_os                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  |                           | 04/11/2020 02:00 PM |
16188 | Ruby master | Misc  | Open   | What are the performance implications of the new keyword arguments in 2.7 and 3.0?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      | jeremyevans0 (Jeremy Evans)| 11/27/2019 04:45 PM |
15804 | Ruby master | Feature | Open   | A generic method to resolve the indexing on a sequence                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  |                           | 04/28/2019 12:54 PM |
15663 | Ruby master | Feature | Open   | Documenting autoload semantics                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          |                           | 04/20/2019 01:44 AM |
13620 | Ruby master | Feature | Open   | Simplifying MRI's build system: always make install                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     |                           | 07/08/2018 09:41 AM |
14190 | Ruby master | Misc  | Open   | What are the semantics of $SAFE?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          |                           | 12/15/2017 10:28 PM |
13124 | Ruby master | Feature | Open   | Should #puts convert to external encoding?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             |                           | 12/01/2017 06:45 PM |
12280 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | IO.copy_stream(IO, IO) fails with "pread() not implemented"                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             |                           | 04/28/2016 05:51 AM |
11582 | Ruby master | Bug   | Open   | On Solaris, Rational** returns -Infinity for Rational(0) when passed a negative Float                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  |                           | 10/13/2015 03:12 AM |
9918  | Ruby master | Feature | Open   | Exception#cause should be shown in output and #inspect                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  |                           | 07/13/2015 02:32 PM |